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THEOREMS ON MULTIFUNCTIONS SATISFYING 
A RATIONAL INEQUALITY 
V. POPA 
Abstract; We prove a fixed point theorem for a sequence 
of multifunctions satisfying a rational inequality which gene-
ralizes theorem 3 from HJ • 
Key wordsi Multifunction, fixed point. 
Classification: 54H25 
In 11] B. Fisher gave the following theorem 
Theorem 1. Let S and T be mappings of the complete met-
ric space into itself such that for all xf y in X either 
(D d(sxfTy) -* °
 d(xiSxM(yigar?+* ^tfrMfriS-c? 
d(xfSx) + 4CyfTy) 
if d(xfSx)+d(yfTy)4-0 where b.>0 and 1< c<2 f or 
d(SxfTy) - 0 
otherwise. Then each of S and T has a fixed point and these 
points coincide. 
We now prore a similar common fixed point theorem for two 
multifunctions T-j and T2 and for a sequence of multifunctions 
which generalize theorem 1. 
The method used is a combination of methods used in [13-
Da-
Let (Xfd) be a metric space. We denote by CB(X) the set 
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of a l l nonempty closed hounded subsets of (Z9d) and by H the 
Hanadorff-Pompeiu me t r i e on CB(Z) 
H(AfB) - max { w p d ( i , B ) 9 eup d(y9A)j 
•XcA > * B 
where A9BcCB(Z) and 
d(x9A) - ia f A d (x 9 y) . 
Let A9B< CB(Z) and k>1. In what follows, the following well-
known faet will be used* Por eaoh acA9 there is a btf B such 
that 
d(a9b)£k H(A9B). 
Let (Z9d) be a metric space, we denote 
4*(A9B) - 8up{d(a9b)| a«A and b«B] 
where A,BcCB(I). If A consists of a single point "a- we write 
of(A9B) « cf(a9B). If cf(A9B)-0 th*n A-B«fa^ (Lemma 1 C4J). 
Let f tZ —> Z be a multifunction. Denote 
P(f) «*X€Z*X€fX?. 
Lemma. Let ( I ,d) be a me t r i o spaoe and f 1 f f 2 t ( Z 9 d ) —> 
—^ CB(Z) be two mult i f unctions. I f 
'(2) Hp(f x T ^ d ( X > * 1 ^ ^ ^ 
1 * * <T(x9ftx) + <f(y9f2y) 
holds for a l l x 9 y c Z for which <f(x9f,jx) + 6
, (y 9 f 2 y)4:0 where 
p > 1 9 b * 0 and 1< o < 2 and P(f1)-4»09 then P ( f 2 ) 4 0 and P(f-j) -
- P ( f 2 ) . 
Proof, Let u« P ( f 1 ) 9 then u< T^u and i f d (u f T 2 u)+0 then 




p(u fT2u) + b d(tt9f2u)#d
p(tt9f.,tt) 
^(tt-.f-jU) + <f(tt9f2tt) 
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Q.d(tt9f1tt)»d*(tt>f2tt) • b dQ^fg t thd^t t^ t t ) 
d(tt9f ttt) + d(tt9f2tt) 
which implies d(tt9f2tt) * 0. Sinoo fgtt is elooed9 this ohowo that 
ttcf2tt9 whioh implies .f(ft)c f(f2). Analogottoly, I(t2)c f (f-,). 
theorem 2. Let (X9d) be a oomplete metric space and t-j 9 
f2tZ ~+ CB(X) two multifunction* ouch that for all x9yc X the 
inequality (2) holde if d'(x9f1x) •cT(y9f2y)4»0 whore p * 1 9 »2»0 
and 1< o<2. Then fj and f2 hare oommon fixed pointo and f(f1) • 
- Kf2). 
Proof. Choose a real number k with 
1/P 
(3) 1<k<(f) • 
Lot x c X end Xj€ f-|X0. Then there io an x^C?^ oo that 
d(x19X2)^k H(f1x0 , f2x1) . Suppooe x 3 9 x 4 9 . . . 9 x 2 t t - 1 9 x 2 n 9 . . . oould 
be ohooen 00 that «2a-1€ f1x2n-2»x2iic ^ ^ n - l a n a 
«*2n-l'*2J** H<f1x2n-2»f2x2n-1> 
d(x2n-2 ' ^ a - l } * * H ( f 1x2n-2 »* 2x2n-3) • 
Suppose first of a l l that 
<r(x2n-2' f1x2n-2 ) + ^ n - l •*2x2n-1} - ° 
for eome n. fhen Xg,^ " ^f1x2n-2^ " ^ n - l " ^V^n-I* a a d 
*2 -2 * x2n-1 i f l a co , ia l0 , l ***•* Point for f-j and f2. 
Similarly ^(^n-l , f 2 x 2n-1 ^ + ^^x2ttf*1x2a* " ° £ o r **** 
n implies that Xg^-j - x 2 a i s a common fixed point for f., and 
v 
Sow suppose that ^(x2n-2»*1-2tt.2)+£r(x2n-1»l2x2n-1)t ° 
for 0*1,2 T-»» -T (2) w* bars sueosssiTsly 
I'C-fen-l •*2a) " -P-P(-1-2iv.2'f2*211-1 > -» 
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- 8-<*2n-2 '-l-aa-a^ dP(x2a-1 ' ^ n - l >+M(x2n-2 'V^n-I >• 
jf k r. M "• ' ' ' • • ' 
(x2n-2»T1x2n-2) + (x2n-1 »f 2 ^ - 1 } 
>dP(x2n-1>T1x2n-2) ±
 xP>°*d(x2n-2>x2n-1)-4P(x2n-1 ' ^ n ^ 
d(x2n-2fX2n-1)+d(x2n-1 ' ^ ^ 
If a^x-^-j t3-̂ ,,) • 09 then x-»n-1 » x 2 n is a common fixed 
point for T-j and 5^. If d(*2n-1 •x2n) * ° t n e n 
d(x2n-1»x2n)^(ck
p-1),d(x2n-2,x2n-1) for n-091929... . Si-
milarly we have 
d(.x2n9x2n^1)^(ok
p-1).d(x2n-1»x2n) for n«0,1929... . 
Repeating the above argument 9 we obtained 
d(x n 9x n + 1)^(ck
p-1) n d(xQ9x1) for n«09192f... . 
Since 0<(ckp-1)<1 by (3)» then by routine calculation one can 
show that i*n\ is a Cauchy sequence and since X is complete9 we 
have lim x n * tt *or acme ucX« 
If we now suppose that d(u9T1u)4»0 then 
dP(x2n»f1u)-HP(1!2x2n--1^1u) ~ 
A odfa*g1tt)*dP(^^Vg2,2tt-1)'1' M ^ a n l ' V * * ^ * * * ^ ^ * * 
^ ( u ^ u ) +<r(x2n.1,T2x2n^1) 
^ cd(tttT1^^dP(x2Il.1t3-2l3L) + ^d(3-2n„1»T1u)>d
p(u9x2n) 
d(u9T1u) + d(x2n<-1,3^) 
and on letting n tend to infinity we have d(u9T.-u) * 0* It fol-
lows that d(u9T.jU) « 0. Since T-jU is closed, this shows that 
u c ^ u , By lemma ucTgU and F(T. |) » P(T2). 
If T1 • T2 we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3. Let (X9d) be a complete metric space and let 
T:(X9d)~> CB(X) be a multifunction such that 
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H.P(TxfTy) ^ cd(x,Tx)fd(ytTy)P + bd(xtTy).d(ytTx?P 
<-r(xfTx) +cf(yfTy) 
holds for all x fycX for which cf(xfTx) +cf(yfTy) + Of where 
p > 1 f b > 0 and 1< o<2, then T has fixed points. 
If T1 and T2 are single valued mappings we have the fol-
lowing theorem: 
Theorem 4. Let T.j and T2 be mappings of a complete met-




dp(T1x,T;>y) 4 - * 2 ]._ 
1 2' d(xfT1x) + d(y,T2y) 
if d(xfT.jx) + d(y,T2y) + 0 where p ^ 1 f b ^ 0 and 1<:c<2 or 
d(T.|XfT2y) « 0 otherwise, then T.. and T 2 have a unique common 
fixed point u. 
Proof. The existence follows from the theorem 2. How sup-
pose that T1 and T 2 have a second fixed point u'. Then 
d(ufT.|U) + d(u'fT2u') • 0 implies d(T.jUfT2u') • 0 and so u -
* T.juf u* • T2u and T.-U • T2u' and so the common fixed point 
of T.| and T2 is in this case unique. 
We note that without the extracondition "d(x.T1x)+d(yiT2y) « 0 
implies d(T1xfT2y) • 0" the common fixed point is not necessa-
rily unique. (Ex.f pp. 40, £13.) 
Remark. If p»1 then theorem 1 is obtained. 
Theorem 5. Let (Xfd) be a oomplete metric space and 
{T \ « a sequence of multifunctions of X into CB(X) suoh that 
its rsVrm m w cd(xf T.,x). dp(yfTny) + bd(xfTny),dp(y>T1x) 
(4) H^T-x^-jr)-* S *-, 
1 n ^ ( x ^ x ) +cf(yfTny) 
holds for xf y in X for which 6 (xfT.-x) + cf(yfTny)4* 0f where 
n 2r 2 f p 2:11 b > 0, 1 < c< 2 f then {Tn$ne|- has a common fixed 
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poiat asA Kff.,) «*(*»)• 
The proof followe by theorem 2 and lemma.. 
Let Z ec a nonempty eet and e and d two metrics on Z and 
f tZ —-v Z a eingle rained aapping. Por oueh mappings Maia 15} 
prored a fixed point theorem which wae generalised in many di-
rect ions by Ieexi [629 I.A. RUB t7Jf t8]f K.L. Singh L9J and ot-
here. X gave in [103 and 1113 aoae generalizationa of Maia's 
theorem for multifunctione. 
Vow we proTe a fixed point theorem for a sequence of mul-
tifunctione in a eet with two aetrios. 
Theorem 6. Let Z he a metric space with two me trios e and 
d. If Z satisfies the following conditions? 
(1) e(xfy)-gd(xfy)| V x f y € Z f 
(2) Z is complete with respect to ef 
(3) two multifunctione T^ ,T2:Z —* Z are punctually closed 
and punctually hounded with respect to both aetriee, 
(4) T.| or T2 ie u.0.e. with respect to ef 
(5) the intquality (2) holds for all xf y in Z for which 
cf^T-jx) +<f(yfT2y)-l»0f where p.>1f b £ 0 f 1 < o < 2 f then T-j 
and Tg hare a common fixed point and P(T.j) • S(Tg). 
-Proof- Analogouely as la the proof of the theorem 2 9 for 
any x0c Z we can construct a sequence {x^} 0uch that X2n+-j c 
€ T1x2nf ix^ being a Cauchy sequence wit.h respect to d. The-
refore, by e^df *fxn^ is a Cauchy sequence with respect to e 
and eiace Z ie complete with reepeet to ef x^--* x. Ae *1 i0 
u.0.c. from the theorem 4 U 0 j f T-j has a dosed graph and then 
from *2ii+i * ̂ l^n ** results x«T-|X and from lemma ?(T.j) -
- f(T2)» 
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Theorem 7. Let X be a metrio space with two metrios • 
and d. If X satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) The sequence of multifunctions {^nin^m --•• formed by 
punctually closed and punctually bounded multifunotions with 
respect to both metrios, 
(2) e, d and T- satisfy conditions (1)f(2) and (4) of 
theorem 6, 
(3) the inequality (4) holds for all xf y in I for which 
cT(xfT-jX) +<f(y,Tny) .-Jr0, where n £ 2 t p > 1 , b ^ 0 , 1 < o < 2 , than 
{Tnl -j has common fixed points and F(T.j) « F(Tn). 
The proof follows by theorem 6 and lemma. 
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